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ALBANY STATE GREAT DANES

completed a
"...more sluggish for the second half. The
"...offensive rebound by Dave Recor."

Dave Recor was one of three Albany wrestlers to be awarded SUNYAC\'s last weekend in Chicago. Andy Sauer won his third consecutive title and senior Vic Herman captured SUNYAC\'s first place finish."

"...converted a second effort shot under the rim. Albany saw its 10-point halftime lead for good, 8-6, when senior Mike Gatto had won the game with defensive rebounds, and played well on the offensive end, as well."

"...is what we were counting on..."
Campus briefs

Written rewards

The first YWCA Young American Essay Contest in 1978 honored those essayists whose works showed "all the qualities which we prize in the best writing," said John P. LaPorta, Panama Director of Advertising, who presented the awards.

LaPorta made the presentation during the awards ceremony at the YWCA in Panama, which was attended by contestants, their families, and other guests. The contest was sponsored by YWCA Panama and the Panama Bar Association.

The first place winner in the contest was "The Best of Panama," by Terry J. Smith, Panama High School. Second place was "Panama's History," by Robert M. Garcia, Panama High School. Third place was "Panama's Culture," by Maria Luisa Rodriguez, Panama High School.

Wild winter weekend

The winter season in Panama is a time of fun and recreation. From December to March, visitors can enjoy skiing, snowboarding, and other winter sports. Panama has several ski resorts, including the popular El Chico resort, which offers a variety of activities for all ages.

The ski season also brings a range of winter festivals to Panama, including the famous Panama Snow Festival, which features ice sculptures and snow concerts. Panama's lively winter season provides a wonderful opportunity for those looking to escape the heat of summer and enjoy the beauty of the snow.

Around the world in a week

The highlight of the international spirit of the YWCA is the World Peace Congress, which takes place every five years in different countries around the world. The congress brings together delegates from all around the world to discuss peace and global issues.

This year's congress is being held in Panama, and delegates from over 50 countries are expected to attend. The congress will feature keynote speeches, workshops, and cultural events, providing an opportunity for participants to learn from each other and work towards a more peaceful world.

SA bi-elections postponed due to confusion in Central Council

By Heidi Gralla

The SA bi-elections scheduled for March 12 have been postponed due to confusion in Central Council. The elections were postponed after a meeting of the council failed to come to a consensus on the matters at hand.

In a statement released by the SA, the council said, "After much discussion and debate, we have come to the conclusion that the bi-elections cannot proceed as scheduled. We will work with the college to reschedule the elections at a later date." The SA did not provide a specific date for the new elections.

The postponement of the bi-elections has caused some frustration among students, who were looking forward to having new representatives elected to the SA. However, the SA said that it is committed to ensuring fair and transparent elections in the future.

According to the SA, the elections were postponed due to "technical difficulties" and "unforeseen circumstances." The SA said that it will work with the college to resolve these issues and hold the elections at a later date.

Public hearings uncork new bottle bill debate

By Liz Cook

A controversial new bottle bill has been introduced in the legislature, but its fate is uncertain as public hearings have uncorked a storm of debate.

The bill, which would require all beverage distributors to deposit a $0.10 fee on each bottle, has sparked a heated debate among lawmakers and industry representatives. Some argue that the bill is necessary to protect the environment and reduce litter, while others believe it would be a costly burden for businesses.

During the public hearings, witnesses from both sides presented their views to the lawmakers. The testimony was passionate and often emotional, with many witnesses expressing their personal experiences with litter and the impact it has had on their communities.

As the legislative session progresses, it remains to be seen whether the bill will pass. However, the public hearings have highlighted the deep divisions on this issue, and it is clear that the debate is far from over.
Legal Services untangles legalities of leasing

By Tom Joker

A student living off-campus should be aware of the rights and responsibilities under the lease agreement. A student living off-campus must know about the responsibilities of the landlord and the obligations of the tenant. The landlord is responsible for maintaining the property, while the tenant is responsible for paying rent on time.

The Office of Legal Services can provide legal advice to those living off-campus. The office can help individuals understand their rights and obligations under the lease agreement.

Prerequisite for Canadian Majors.

A prerequisite for Canadian Majors is Canadian Majors 101. This course covers the basics of living in Canada, including cultural differences, language, and legal issues.

Legal Services untangles legalities of leasing

By Tom Joker

A student living off-campus should be aware of the rights and responsibilities under the lease agreement. A student living off-campus must know about the responsibilities of the landlord and the obligations of the tenant. The landlord is responsible for maintaining the property, while the tenant is responsible for paying rent on time.

The Office of Legal Services can provide legal advice to those living off-campus. The office can help individuals understand their rights and obligations under the lease agreement.

Prerequisite for Canadian Majors.

A prerequisite for Canadian Majors is Canadian Majors 101. This course covers the basics of living in Canada, including cultural differences, language, and legal issues.
The Peace Corps

Appointments can be made.

nrwn' W/STRONT, H'Dt SCHOOL SCIENCE/MATH BACKGROUND.

APPOINTMENT, COMPLETED APPLICATION MUST BE BROUGHT TO INTERVIEW.

York, loom, boa'd, and tuition complete Government giants and loans DCGINEn on ADVANCED Cosl is about the same as a someslor tn a of people are counting on you as a Peace Corps volunteer. Why not try your hand at the toughest job you'll over love?

people survive today's probloms and become self-sustaining people have to walk a full day to find wood for heat or cooking.

in the Philippines, 70 percent of the population is malnourished. In 
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The kid with the gum matures

The organism when it leaves its own fruit.

Well, maybe not. We're more likely to find ourselves in groups of all sorts, where different paths and decisions emerge, or maybe we've been inspired by the ideas that seem to form the fruit. But the kid who leaves his fruit — the one we've seen off of a tree, or in a bush near the fruit — is the shrewdest and most self-serving individual. He's the one who relies on hierarchical and idealistic methods of decision making. The well-liked, but whose political impact will always be severely undermined by his insecurity and defensiveness. They are usually too insecure and defensive to accept it.

On being an activist

I often recall a speech by Ralph Nader at SUNYA during the first years of my undergraduate career. He was speaking against the folly of putting us in a systemic decision making process that involves group discussion and consensus. I remember his passionate outburst about the need for leadership and action rather than mere consensus. The speech was very timely, as it was given during the first few weeks of my undergraduate career at SUNYA, a time when many of us were just beginning to think about what we wanted to do with our lives.

But it is internal conflicts, both organizational and personal, that cause the most serious and least expected common pitfalls of other advocacy groups. In our eagerness to win, we bit by bit reduce our pressure is on, you will not see them working very often or for long. They are usually too insecure and defensive to accept it.

Moreover, the kid with gum will usually start in middle or high school — often at one of the first steps in a self-organized, politically active organization. From an early age, these individuals become comfortable with the idea of taking a leadership role. They are the ones who often lead the way when it comes to organizing a new group or starting a new project. They are usually the ones who are most eager to take on new challenges and responsibilities. They are the ones who are most likely to succeed in the long run.

Jon Cohen

The nervousness and guilt trips usually start in late adolescence or early adulthood. That's when it's best to remember that it's all in the beginning.

Time, Money, and Secrets

February 18, 1983

AVI A T O R

WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAlll
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION IS PLEASED TO SPONSOR FLORIDA: ONLY $238.00 Round Trip Bus 7 Nights’ Accommodations Welcome Party Call: 457-4631 Or See Table In CC Lobby

FELLOWSHIPS-M.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION SUNY-ALBANY

Full year program (begins 27 June 83) includes 6 week summer session, 40 week intensive internship. General teaching certificate and competitive interview required. Tuition waivable in spring term. Stipend of $3000. Contact: Grad. Admissions, AD 212, 1400 Washington Ave., Albany, N. Y. 12222 by 1 March 83.

Blood...

is being spilled on the streets of Russia. Jews are denied the rights of free men. All they want is to live free!

Come to the Campus Center Lobby on February 23rd, between 9:00a.m. - 3:00p.m. and sign your name to a postcard protesting the treatment of Soviet Jews.

Sponsored by J.S.C.-Hillel & World Jewry Committee

Call 7-7508 for more info.

Editor’s Aspect

FROM FORTH THESE DEEPEST NIGHTS
I stand, feet touching upon cold sand.
Yet there is no wind on this angry beach
Yet the air wraps around my lungs
And enters like a sharp spear
In a dark, trembling hand.
There is no variety here, no contrast.
Shivering in my ears is the pure, silent
Sound of the micromerging mist
And addressing all the moments of the world
Is the promise of a day
Closer to observe, the huge, endless clouds filled a longing,
A forgetfulness of spiritual growth.
There is no person here, no enemy.
And as the warm rain drops down upon
My bare, white shoulders
I remember your promise, your utterance.
The soothing murmur of this ocean, here,
It is a shadow of what you spoke.
Are you in thoughtless sleep?
Is there no memory upon your lips?
I remember when the heavens of every
Man winged through your voice
While you clasped my hands as I felt only yours.
The numbness was a paradise then.
Now a shrieking bird flies over my head-
I watch it fly into blue oblivion,
And search the horizon for familiarity.
Yes, now other men are here;
The fishermen and sailors-
But these faces I cannot see.
They breathe death into my fondest dreams.
God, tell me where I am
As I walk nowhere and keep walking.

Debbie Millman

Word On A Wing

Poets, painters, and musicians
sometimes choose to live, and
strictly operate, within a very
special world defined by very
special boundaries self-imposed.
When we read, inspect, or listen
to their work we enter into their
domain far more than they do in-
to ours.

David McCord
Passionate Trilogy Successful

The final act of the "Passionate Trilogy" is a triumph of dedication and resourcefulness. The series, which began with "The Passion of Innovation," continued with "The Passion of Creativity," and culminated in "The Passion of Implementation," has captured the hearts and minds of readers worldwide. The success of this trilogy is a testament to the power of passion in driving innovation and creativity in our daily lives.

Hubert-Kenneth Dickey

Financial Accounting


Joel Greenberg

A Separate Peace

I remember those days so well. They were the days we studied hard, dreamed big, and ventured out into the world. Those days were a time of innocence, and I felt as if I could do anything. I was young, and I was carefree. But then, life started to get in the way. I started to worry about the future, about what would happen next. It was a time of uncertainty, and I was scared.

Debbie Millman

A Rose Is A Rose Is A Rose

She would look at these boys with her dark, smoky eyes, and she would apologize in the nicest way, but, "no," she would whisper, "she had a boyfriend." They would go away and she would look at us, roll her eyes and giggle a little giggle. Only Nikki could get away with it.
In Another Time

The hard-luck story that we have here, and the hard-luck ghost that we have here, is a story about a man. A man who has been through a lot. He is a man who has seen the world, and who has been seen by the world. He is a man who has been through a lot, and who has been through a lot of it. He is a man who has been through a lot of things, and who has been through a lot of them.

Mark Stevenson

Mark Stevenson was the school's landscape teacher, and also the school's only (admitted) student. He had contracted a good case of mononucleosis, the kissing disease. He hadn't caught it though, in that way. He didn't even know how he had caught it. He had been bitten by a mosquito, and that had given him the disease. He had been bitten by a mosquito, and that had given him the disease. He had been bitten by a mosquito, and that had given him the disease.

Arnold Teller was the school's landscape teacher, and also the school's only (admitted) student. He had contracted a good case of mononucleosis, the kissing disease. He hadn't caught it though, in that way. He didn't even know how he had caught it. He had been bitten by a mosquito, and that had given him the disease. He had been bitten by a mosquito, and that had given him the disease. He had been bitten by a mosquito, and that had given him the disease.
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The old man was sitting at a light board, staring at a sheaf of plans. The fluorescent light was bright, and the room was dim. He was sitting at a light board, staring at a sheaf of plans. The fluorescent light was bright, and the room was dim.

"Give me a cigarette." Arthur said. "I want to smoke."

Arthur had come over, late in the summer afternoon, aching and glorious. He had come over, late in the summer afternoon, aching and glorious. He had come over, late in the summer afternoon, aching and glorious.

"Mister, come help me pick up my husband." M'Lina said. "He's barely able to stand."

"Mister, come on. Give me a hand," she whined. "And I'm all alone."

"I'll have them save a bed for you. Then" Mr. Albor said. "I can't have you lying on the floor."

"Yeah."

"I don't suppose you can hear me."

"I can hear you."

"What about the power surge?" M'Lina said. "You always seem to be in one place or another."

"I won't be here tonight."

Arthur was not a man who could sit around and do nothing. Arthur was not a man who could sit around and do nothing. Arthur was not a man who could sit around and do nothing.

"I'm not going to chance it."

Arthur looked over the plans, and then over them again. He looked over the plans, and then over them again. He looked over the plans, and then over them again.

"Be careful, Mister."

"I'll be careful."

The young man was sitting at the light board, staring at a sheaf of plans. The fluorescent light was bright, and the room was dim. He was sitting at the light board, staring at a sheaf of plans. The fluorescent light was bright, and the room was dim.

"Mister."

"I'm sorry."

"I'm sorry."

"Thank you."

"Not at all."

"Not at all."

"Sit down."

"Sit down."

"I don't think you should be working today."

"I know."

"Sit down."

"Sit down."

"I'll sit down."

"Be careful, Mister."

"I'll be careful."

"Let me think it over" said the old man, retreating into the den.

"Let me think it over" said the old man, retreating into the den.

"Let me think it over" said the old man, retreating into the den.

"I'll have them save a bed for you. Then" Mr. Albor said. "I can't have you lying on the floor."

"Yeah."

"I don't suppose you can hear me."

"I can hear you."

"What about the power surge?" M'Lina said. "You always seem to be in one place or another."

"I won't be here tonight."

Arthur had come over, late in the summer afternoon, aching and glorious. He had come over, late in the summer afternoon, aching and glorious. He had come over, late in the summer afternoon, aching and glorious.

"Mister, come help me pick up my husband." M'Lina said. "He's barely able to stand."

"Mister, come on. Give me a hand," she whined. "And I'm all alone."
Sympathy For The Stones

Left: During the Paul Taylor’s "hooligan" period in 1965, Mick was performing on the streets with Keith. Right: The "hooligan" period in 1965, Mick was performing on the streets with Keith. Since they had the audience in their sights, they were often accompanied by a couple of guys who would make sure they were not disturbed. They would all of the sudden go berserk and start playing punk music while the band was playing. Mick would then start screaming at the audience and start throwing shoes and bottles. He was always in a bad mood and would often get into fights with people.

Gail Merrell

The Drongos: Streets & Studios

The Drongos are a very popular band in New York City. They have been playing together for over 10 years and have released several albums. They are known for their high energy music and their unique sound. The band consists of four members: Guitarist Brian, Drummer Tim, Bassist Tony, and Keyboardist Fred. They are very close friends and have a strong bond on stage.

Wayne Peerboom

The only thing the band has going for them is their raw talent and their disciplined approach to the music. They are very focused and never let anything distract them from their performance. They are also very precise in their timing and their phrasing.

No Entity

A story of addiction, imprisoned for the kindest reasons, and the fate of the family. Standing and embroidering it was a good moment. I saw a bar and I thought, how much is it. I was told it was fifty cents. I was so happy. I was so happy. I was so happy. I was so happy. I was so happy.

Rachel Marotto

The band had just played the street and they were exhausted. I was so happy. I was so happy. I was so happy. I was so happy. I was so happy.
**Animal House**


**The Lords Make Muster**


**ARCHEOLOGICAL FIELD SCHOOL**

The Mohawk Valley Project

A six-week field session in Eastern New York. Research activities include site testing, artifact and feature recording, and site mapping, and compiling a site attribute list. Several longhouse structures will be excavated.

**REGISTER FOR:**

Pre-Session - ANT 335, June 13-24
Summer Session - ANT 338, June 27-August 5

**APPLICATION DEADLINE:**
April 15, 1983

For more information see: Dr. Dean R. Snow, SS 369

---

**THE COMPUTER ROOM**

**THE COMPUTER ROOM IS MAJORING IN COLLEGE DISCOUNTS**

**CHECK OUT THE COMPUTER ROOM TODAY**

Check out our extensive list of special priced computer and equipment deals. The friendly experts at the Computer Room will analyze your needs and suggest the system that's right for you—of course, if you can afford it.

**THE COMPUTER ROOM**

Capitol District: 1492 Central Avenue, Colonie—(518) 869-3818

28 Ridge Street—(518) 798-1446

**FOOD FAST - March 3**

Give up a UAS Meal for Telethon '83

Money goes to Wildwood School, Camp Opportunities, & the NY Northeastern Chapter of Neurofibromatosis

Sign-up on dinner lines

Give up a meal for a Child!
Regent Brown prescribes new directions for upgrading public education systems

By Jackie Marker

Regent Brown introduces a new program at the New York State Education Department, focusing on the development of educational standards and policies.

**Leadership and Oversight**

Regent Brown advocates for a more centralized approach to education governance, emphasizing the role of the Board of Regents in setting educational standards and policies.

**Curriculum Development**

There is a need to develop a uniform curriculum across the state, ensuring that all students have access to quality education.

**Assessment and Accountability**

Regent Brown emphasizes the importance of standardized assessments to measure student progress and hold schools accountable for educational outcomes.

**Financial Support**

Regent Brown suggests increased funding for public schools, particularly for low-income and minority communities.

**Teacher Education**

There is a call for reform in teacher training programs, focusing on the preparation of educators to meet the needs of diverse student populations.

**Equity and Access**

Regent Brown addresses issues of equity and access, advocating for policies that ensure all students have equal opportunities for education.

**Conclusion**

Regent Brown concludes by emphasizing the necessity of collaboration and innovation in education reform efforts, stressing the importance of public and private sector partnerships in achieving educational excellence.
University Theater Presents

GETTING OUT

by MARSHA NORMAN

TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22-26 8PM
LAB Theater Performing Arts Center SUNYA

Ex-hooker, ex-kidnapper, ex-murderer - She wants to go “straight” - The drama of her first day on parole - Will she make it?

SUNYA Faculty/Staff (with I.D.) $3

457-8606

Photo by Will Yurman
The city's proposed budget differed publicly about how some financial details were handled. Mayor Regan, who is responsible for the elections, was on the $16.5 billion city budget, New York, N. Y. will he responsible for the election results. The first seven games of the season went well, but the team was limited to just four points in the first half. Kouppila was the surprise, as he had an unofficial seven steals in the half. "We're a faster team than them so I was able to get open for some easier shots," he said.

J. V. Danes beat Oneonta, 78-61
Winning streak now at six games

By Alan Schwartz

The J. V. Danes extended their winning streak to six games with a 78-61 victory over Oneonta, Tuesday night.

Dieckelman to be honored

Great Dane Basketball

Seniors John Dieckelman and Mike Gallo’s last home game against the Union Dutchmen will be honored at the start of the game, according to head coach Bamy Cavanaugh. The Danes lose game.

FIGHT THE HIKE!!

TRY THE NAKED BEER!!!

First of all, try not to give up on the drink. What do you do with the label and the bottle? You have to learn to say no to the beer. What will happen if you don’t drink the beer? You will probably have to drink it again. What you do is strip off the label and ask for the beverage. What will happen if you don’t ask for the beer? You will probably be forced to drink the beer. What you do is strip off the label and ask for the beverage.
Danes drop another game to Dutchmen, 54-50

Albany closed out SUNYAC-East with a 62-53 victory over Oneonta

By Mark Levine

In one of the more lopsided contests in the league, the game was over before the Dutchmen could get their chances to shine. The Dutchmen struggled to keep up with Albany's offensive firepower, falling behind early and never quite able to catch up.

Ken D'Orazio, the Dutchmen's senior forward, mentioned that they had a difficult time getting open looks against Albany's defense. "They're a great team, and we just couldn't seem to get into a rhythm," he said.

Despite the loss, the Dutchmen still have an opportunity to improve their position in the league standings with upcoming games against weaker opponents. They will have to play well against these teams to have a chance of making the SUNYAC-East playoffs.

Zwana denied tenure in contested decision

By Steve Fox

The SUNY Board of Trustees denied a recommendation by the Alumni Association to grant tenure to President John Zwana, a controversial decision that has sparked much debate on campus.

The Alumni Association had recommended that Zwana be granted tenure, citing his contributions to the university and his leadership during challenging times. However, the Trustees voted against the recommendation, citing financial concerns and the need to focus on other priorities.

Some faculty members have expressed disappointment with the decision, arguing that it was based on political considerations rather than academic merit. However, others have praised the Trustees for making a difficult decision in the best interest of the university.

The decision has raised questions about the role of the Alumni Association in university governance and the balance between academic and financial considerations in decision-making.

Cagers drop third straight with Hartwick loss

By Mark Levine

The Cagers were unable to overcome a strong performance from the Hartwick team, falling to the Hawks by a score of 78-65. The loss was their third in a row, dropping their record to 6-9 for the season.

Despite the setback, the Cagers have shown flashes of potential, with players like Jordan Thomas and Rainy Lesane stepping up in key moments. However, they will need to improve their consistency if they hope to make a run in the upcoming tournament.

"We have to play better as a team," said coach Guy Williams. "We need to work on our defense and our offensive execution."